GENERAL SAFETY RULES IN BOTANIC GARDEN, EXPERIMENTAL AND DIDACTIC FARM

With the aim of preserving the Botanic Garden and Didactic-Experimental farm for visitors and members, as well as to maintain a secure habitat for plants, please observe the following rules:

- It is forbidden to go alone into the agricultural and natural areas, unless specifically authorized.
- Verify the functionality of your mobile phone. Do not visit the Botanic Garden or experimental field without mobile phone or in unavailable phone coverage areas, otherwise, give warning the security manager of your future site location.
- It is forbidden to smoke, to use electrical equipment or personal gas, to use flames and flammable materials, unless specifically authorized.
- Attention! In the natural environments, there can be wild animals and insects that could cause health problems (allergic or toxic reaction).
- It is forbidden to enter into the experimental field after pesticide treatments. Be aware about the pesticide treatment used and their under a restricted-entry intervals.
- Wear appropriate clothing before visit the natural environments or experimental fields (safety shoes, boots, clothing ec.).
- Cars scooters and bicycles are not permitted without the prior approval.
- In the cases of damages of plants or equipment present in the Botanic Garden or Experimental farm the people will be penalty and civilly responsible.
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